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Retinal prostheses electrically stimulate neurons to produce artificial vision in people blinded by photoreceptor degenerative diseases. The limited spatial resolution of current devices results in indiscriminate stimulation of interleaved cells of different types, precluding veridical reproduction of natural activity patterns in the retinal output. Here we investigate the use of spatial patterns of current injection to increase the spatial resolution of stimulation, using high-density multielectrode recording and stimulation of identified ganglion cells in isolated macaque retina. As previously shown, current passed through a single electrode typically induced a single retinal ganglion cell spike with submillisecond timing precision. Current passed simultaneously through pairs of neighboring electrodes modified the probability of activation relative to injection through a single electrode. This modification could be accurately summarized by a piecewise linear model of current summation, consistent with a simple biophysical model based on multiple sites of activation. The generalizability of the piecewise linear model was tested by using the measured responses to stimulation with two electrodes to predict responses to stimulation with three electrodes. Finally, the model provided an accurate prediction of which among a set of spatial stimulation patterns maximized selective activation of a cell while minimizing activation of a neighboring cell. The results demonstrate that tailored multi-electrode stimulation patterns based on a piecewise linear model may be useful in increasing the spatial resolution of retinal prostheses.

Introduction

Retinal prostheses are designed to restore visual function to patients blinded by photoreceptor degenerative diseases, such as retinitis pigmentosa and age-related macular degeneration. Epiretinal prostheses achieve this by injecting current pulses through an array of electrodes implanted on the inner surface of the retina, to activate retinal ganglion cells (RGCs), the neurons that transmit visual information to the brain (Dagnelie, 2012). Although present-day devices produce artificial vision in blind patients, the percepts they induce are variable (Nanduri et al., 2008, 2012; Klaue et al., 2011; Pérez Fornos et al., 2012) and support only limited visual function (Richard et al., 2008; Klaue et al., 2011; Barry and Dagnelie, 2012; Humayun et al., 2012; da Cruz et al., 2013; for review of subretinal implants, see Wilke et al., 2011; Stirling et al., 2013).

A major problem with current epiretinal prostheses is that they induce un-natural patterns of retinal activity. In a healthy retina, different features of the visual scene are transmitted to the brain by temporal patterns of activity in ∼20 different RGC types that are spatially intermixed (Dacey, 2004). As a result, RGCs that are near one another often transmit very different signals. However, the large electrodes (100–520 μm in diameter; de Balthasar et al., 2008; Klaue et al., 2011; Keserü et al., 2012; Pérez Fornos et al., 2012) in current clinical prostheses likely activate hundreds or thousands of RGCs simultaneously over a region. This coarse activation not only limits the spatial resolution of artificial vision, but also generates activity that is very different from the cell type-specific activity present in a healthy retina.

An ideal prosthetic would faithfully reproduce natural spatio-temporal patterns of activity in RGCs of different types, a task that requires the capacity to independently activate each RGC. Previous work on isolated retina, using electrode arrays with much higher density and smaller electrodes than clinical prostheses, indicates that single-cell selectivity is possible for some RGCs. However, some RGCs could not be selectively activated, even in
regions of retina with relatively low ganglion cell density (Hottowy et al., 2012; Jepson et al., 2013). Thus, although increases in electrode density and decreases in electrode size may enhance the selectivity of clinical devices, additional methods will likely be required to approach single-cell selectivity, particularly in the central retina where RGC density is high.

A possible approach to this problem is to pass current through multiple electrodes simultaneously in patterns designed to enhance selectivity. This approach, sometimes referred to as “current steering” or “current focusing,” has been used with some success in a range of neural stimulation devices to more precisely control the region of activation (Townshend and White, 1987; Sweeney et al., 1990; Bonham and Litvak, 2008; Butson and McIntyre, 2008; Martens et al., 2011; Habib et al., 2013; Matteucci et al., 2013). However, it is unclear whether this approach can be used to predictably alter neural responses at scales that approach single-cell resolution.

Here we demonstrate that fine-scale spatial patterns of stimulation can be used to predictably modify the firing of individual RGCs. We propose and test a simple empirical model to describe how current pulses passed simultaneously through multiple electrodes combine to activate RGCs. Finally, we show an example in which the empirical model can be used to accurately predict patterns that optimize selectivity.

Materials and Methods

Experimental setup. Multielectrode recording and stimulation were performed in a preparation of isolated primate retina as described previously (Field et al., 2007; Sekirnjak et al., 2008). Briefly, the eyes of terminally anesthetized macaque monkeys (Macaca species, either sex) were removed and immediately hemisected in room light. After removing the anterior portion of the eye and the vitreous humor, the posterior portion of the eye was maintained in darkness in oxygenated bicarbonate-buffered Ames’ solution (Sigma). Under infrared illumination, patches of retina (1–2 mm diameter) were isolated and placed with the RGC side down on a custom multielectrode array (MEA). A dialysis membrane placed on the photoreceptor side of the retina held the retina in place against the MEA. Dim red illumination was used briefly (<5 min) while mounting the MEA in the electrical stimulation and recording system. Throughout the experiment, the retina was superfused with Ames’ solution at ~33°C. In total, data were collected from 10 preparations at eccentricities ranging from 7.5 to 14 mm (33.8–66.5° eccentricity; 33.8–61.0° temporal equivalent eccentricity), obtained from 10 macaque monkeys (Drasdo and Fowler, 1974; Chichilnisky and Kalmar, 2002). The eccentricity of one of the preparations could not be determined directly, but the measured density of ON parasol RGCs was approximately consistent with preparations from 8 mm temporal equivalent eccentricity.

A custom 64-channel multichannel electrical stimulation system (Hottowy et al., 2008, 2012) was used in conjunction with MEAs to electrically stimulate and record. Voltage recordings were bandpass filtered between 43 and 2000 Hz or 43 and 5000 Hz (~3 dB), and were amplified and digitized at 20 kHz for off-line analysis. The MEAs consisted of 61 approximately hexagonally packed (Fig. 1F) indium tin oxide electrodes on a glass substrate, electroplated with platinum black (Litke, 1998; Sekirnjak et al., 2006). Platinate electrodes ranged from ~9 to 15 μm in diameter. Electrodes within each row were spaced either 30 or 60 μm apart, with 30 or 60 μm between rows, resulting in center-to-center distances of either 30–33.5 or 60–67 μm.

Electrical stimulation. Current pulses were injected through individual electrodes or multiple independently controlled electrodes. Artifact reduction circuitry built into the stimulation and recording system prevented saturation of recorded voltages during and after pulse application (Hottowy et al., 2008). Charge-balanced triphasic current pulses with 50 or 100 μs phase widths and relative phase amplitudes of 2:2/3:1 were chosen to further minimize electrical artifacts (Fig. 1A,D), permitting detection of low-latency (<1 ms) RGC responses on all electrodes including the electrodes used for stimulation (Hottowy et al., 2012). All reported pulse polarities and amplitudes reflect the polarity and amplitude of the second phase, with positive values indicating cathodal currents. A ring of platinum wire around the edge of the recording chamber served as a ground.

Multielectrode stimulation patterns consisted of simultaneous current injection through two to three electrodes in chosen amplitude ratios. For each targeted RGC, a "primary" electrode was chosen. With one exception (see below), the primary electrode was the electrode that resulted in the lowest activation threshold, as identified by analyzing the responses of the RGC to single-electrode stimulation with electrodes near the estimated soma position (see Materials and Methods, Electrical image calculation). Stimulation patterns involving the primary...
electrode and one or two of the neighboring ("secondary") electrodes were then generated. A spatial stimulation pattern was defined as a fixed ratio of current amplitudes passed through a particular set of electrodes. In one case, an additional cell that responded to stimulation—when a primary electrode was placed to assess selectivity (see Fig. 6), even though one of the secondary electrodes activated this additional cell at a lower threshold.

Spatial stimulation patterns were applied over a chosen range of pulse amplitudes in 10% amplitude increments while maintaining the fixed ratio of currents between electrodes. At each amplitude step, the entire set of spatial patterns was applied in random order 50 or 100 times. Sequential stimuli associated with a particular primary electrode were applied in 30 ms intervals. When more than one primary electrode was used to generate spatial patterns in a single preparation, the patterns associated with the different primary electrodes were interleaved, with either 15 ms (in the case of two primary electrodes) or 10 ms (in the case of three primary electrodes) between sequential patterns associated with different primary electrodes.

Visual stimulation. As described previously (Chichilnisky, 2001; Field et al., 2007), a spatiotemporal white noise stimulus was used to measure light response properties of RGCs. The stimulus was displayed on a cathode ray tube computer monitor, optically reduced, and focused through a microscope objective onto the photoreceptor outer segments. The stimulus was maintained at low photopic intensity with neutral density filters. Visual response data were collected for 30 min.

Spike sorting and cell type classification. Spike waveforms recorded during visual stimulation were detected and clustered into groups of spikes generated by individual RGCs, as described previously (Litke et al., 2004; Field et al., 2007). Briefly, collections of detected spike waveforms were clustered by fitting a mixture of Gaussian models after dimension reduction using principal components analysis. Clusters with a sufficient number of spikes that contained no or few refractory period violations were interpreted as representing individual RGCs.

Functionally distinct RGC types were identified based on visual response properties and electrical properties, as described previously (Field et al., 2007). Cell type identities were obtained by comparing visual response properties and cell densities to published data (Silveira and Perry, 1991; Dacey, 1993a,b, 2004; Chichilnisky and Kalmar, 2002; Dacey et al., 2003). In total, 15 cells were tested for electrical stimulation: 7 ON parasol, 4 OFF parasol, 3 ON midget, and 1 OFF midget. At the eccentricities examined, the dendritic field diameters of ON and OFF parasol RGCs range from −150 to 225 μm, while those of ON and OFF midget cells range from −50 to 75 μm (Watanabe and Rodieck, 1989). The approximate spacing of somas in a representative preparation (43.5° temporal equivalent eccentricity) with nearly complete recordings of these four cell types is depicted in Figure 1F.

Electrical image calculation. An "electrical image" (EI), indicating the average voltage waveform generated on each electrode of the MEA when a particular RGC spiked, was calculated from the spikes obtained in response to visual stimulation, as described previously (Litke et al., 2004). The EI of each RGC was used in the analysis of electrically evoked responses (see below). The EI waveforms on electrodes in the vicinity of the soma of a RGC exhibited a biphasic shape and large amplitude. Signals recorded by electrodes near the axon of a RGC had a distinct initial positive deflection, characteristic of axonal signals, and were displaced in time relative to the somatic signal as a result of spike propagation along the axon (Petruska et al., 2007). These EI features were used to estimate soma position and axon trajectory of the cells portrayed in Figures 1F and 6A. In Figures 2B and 3B–E, the EI is represented as shaded contours generated from the waveform amplitudes across electrodes.

Analysis of electrically evoked responses. RGC responses to electrical stimuli were analyzed by categorizing waveforms recorded during trials of each stimulus pattern and amplitude as either containing only the stimulus artifact ("failures"; Fig. 1B, black tracings) or as containing a spike from the target RGC in addition to the stimulus artifact ("successes"; Fig. 1B, red tracings). The categorization was performed using a combination of automated and manual tracing, as described previously (Jepson et al., 2013). Briefly, a custom automated algorithm was used to categorize traces and then validated using a visual examination of the traces.
Here, \( I_{0} \) denotes the set of thresholds in terms of the current passed through the primary electrode, and \( I_{1} \) denotes the set of thresholds in terms of the current passed through the secondary electrode.

**Piecewise linear model fitting.** A piecewise linear model was fit to a subset of the electrode pair data (see Fig. 5). To avoid overfitting, only electrode pairs with a nonlinearity index \( >2 \times 10^{-4} \) and with a measurable threshold to stimulation with the secondary electrode alone (either cathodal or anodal) were considered for fitting with a piecewise linear model. For electrode pairs that met these criteria, each threshold was assigned to one of the regions of stimulus space according to which set of assignments yielded the minimum value of the objective function (below), with the constraint that the set of current ratios assigned to each region constituted a sequence without gaps. The objective function was defined as the sum of squared perpendicular distances between each threshold and the portion of the piecewise linear model it was assigned to. The objective function was minimized using a Nelder–Mead simplex direct search.

Parameters were initialized in the following way. An initial estimate of the slope of each linear portion of the model was generated from a pair of measured thresholds. For the region of stimulus space containing primary-alone stimulation, the two flanking thresholds \( I_{2} / I_{0} \) closest to zero on either side of the axis defining primary-alone stimulation were used, and for each region containing secondary-alone stimulation the secondary-alone threshold and neighboring threshold (highest \( I_{2} / I_{0} \) with the same secondary electrode polarity) were used. Using these initial slope estimates, the piecewise linear model was fit separately for each electrode pair while keeping the model value for the threshold to stimulation with the primary electrode alone fixed at the measured value. The resulting parameters were used as initial parameters for fitting the set of six secondary patterns simultaneously, allowing the value corresponding to the primary-alone threshold to vary but constraining it to be equal for all electrode pairs.

**Prediction of thresholds to electrode triplet patterns.** Responses to electrode triplet patterns were assessed by comparing measured activation thresholds to those predicted by the full linear model (Eq. 3), using model parameters extracted from the linear fits to electrode pair thresholds. Model predictions were calculated by setting the response probability to 0.5 (threshold), inverting the sigmoidal dependence of response probability on the stimulus, defining each secondary current as the product of the primary current and the secondary/primary current ratio used in the stimulus pattern, and solving for the primary current.

For RGCs requiring piecewise linear fitting of paired electrode responses, responses to electrode triplet patterns were predicted using model parameters associated with the region of stimulus space containing stimulation with the primary electrode alone (see Fig. 5, blue regions). As a result, the model was not expected to predict responses to triplet patterns containing \( I_{2} / I_{0} \) ratios outside this region. These triplet patterns were excluded in all analyses of electrode triplet responses (Figs. 4 and 6). Additional data would be necessary to develop and test a model of RGC responses in these regions of stimulus space.

**Results**

We used MEA recording and stimulation in isolated primate retina to probe RGC responses to fine-scale spatial patterns of current injection, and to assess the utility of these patterns for improving spatial selectivity. Experiments were focused on the four numerically dominant RGC types in the primate retina, ON parasol, OFF parasol, ON midget, and OFF midget (see Field and Chichilnisky, 2007), which collectively constitute ~70% of the visual signal transmitted to the brain in primates (Dacey, 2004). As previously observed (Fried et al., 2006; Sekirnjak et al., 2006, 2008; Tsai et al., 2009; Hottowy et al., 2012; Jepson et al., 2013), brief current pulses passed through an individual electrode of the MEA induced single, precisely timed spikes in RGCs of these types, within 1 ms of pulse onset (Fig. 1C). Also, the probability of
Figure 3. Linearity of current tradeoff between electrodes, with all tested electrode pairs. A, Histogram of nonlinearity indices (see Materials and Methods), for all 15 cells tested (7 ON parasol, 4 OFF parasol, 3 ON midget, and 1 OFF midget) and 90 electrode pairs (6 per cell). Letters indicate nonlinearity indices of example electrode pairs shown in B–E, open triangles correspond to electrode pairs shown in Figure 2, and filled triangles correspond to pairs shown in Figure 5. The vertical dashed line indicates the minimum nonlinearity index for which fitting with a piecewise linear model was attempted (see Materials and Methods and Results, Piecewise linear model fitting). B–E, Measured thresholds and linear fits of four electrode pairs, illustrating the range of observed degrees of linearity. Shaded regions depict SDs of threshold estimates based on bootstrap analysis (see Materials and Methods). Insets indicate electrical image of targeted cell (see Materials and Methods) and electrodes used for stimulation; white indicates the edge of the electrode array. Horizontal scale bars, 50 μm. Positive and negative current values signify cathodal and anodal pulses, respectively. B, ON midget cell. C, ON midget cell. D, OFF parasol cell. E, ON parasol cell.

response increased with increasing pulse amplitude, following a sigmoidal curve (Fig. 1E; Sekirnjak et al., 2008; Fried et al., 2009; Tsai et al., 2009; Hottowy et al., 2012; Jepson et al., 2013).

**Responses to electrode pairs**
To investigate the utility of patterned stimulation, current was passed simultaneously through a second electrode, with the same waveform and polarity. This manipulation generated RGC responses that were qualitatively similar to those evoked by single-electrode stimulation. However, the current passed through the second electrode typically caused a decrease in the current through the first electrode required to elicit a spike, producing a rightward shift in the response curve (Fig. 2A, orange curve vs black curve). These shifts were quantified in terms of changes in threshold, which was defined as the current required on the original electrode to elicit a spike with probability 0.5 (Fig. 2A).

**Linear model of current combination**
The above effects of additional stimulation electrodes provide a potential strategy for increasing selectivity. For example, an appropriate combination of currents passed through multiple electrodes could increase the response probability of a targeted RGC and/or decrease the response probability of neighboring RGCs, relative to single-electrode stimulation (see Fig. 6). However, determination of the most selective stimulation pattern requires an understanding of how currents from multiple electrodes combine to influence the responses of RGCs. The simplest and most computationally tractable hypothesis is that currents combine linearly, as follows:

\[ P = f(I_0 + \lambda_1 I_1 + \lambda_2 I_2 + \ldots + \lambda_n I_n), \]

where \( P \) is the probability of the RGC response; \( f \) is the sigmoidal dependence of response probability on stimulus amplitude; \( I_0, I_1, I_2, \ldots, I_n \) denote the amplitude and polarity of the current pulse applied through each electrode; and \( \lambda_1, \lambda_2, \ldots, \lambda_n \) describe the relative strength and polarity of the influence of each electrode.

To test the linear model, RGC responses to current passed through pairs of electrodes were examined. For each RGC, a primary stimulation electrode was first chosen (see Materials and Methods). A set of spatial stimulation patterns involving this electrode and each of the six neighboring secondary electrodes was then tested, over a range of amplitudes and with a fixed ratio of currents between the two electrodes (Fig. 2C–H, insets). In total, 15 RGCs from 10 retina preparations were investigated, with 6–10 current ratios tested on each of the 6 electrode pairs for each cell.

The key empirical prediction of the linear model is that currents passed through different electrodes trade off in fixed proportion to influence firing. If this is correct, the collection of thresholds associated with a particular electrode pair would be expected to fall along a line in the stimulus space defined by the currents passed through the two electrodes. Figure 2C–H shows the measured thresholds (open circles) of one RGC to six tested electrode pairs, superimposed on linear fits for each pair. The accuracy of the fits supports the linear model hypothesis. Different secondary electrodes influenced responses to varying degrees, resulting in different slopes (Fig. 2C–H), as would be expected for...
electrodes located at different distances from the cell. In most cases, passing same-polarity (cathodal) pulses through a secondary electrode decreased the threshold, whereas opposite polarity (anodal) pulses resulted in threshold increases (Fig. 2C–E, G, H). The opposite effect was observed in some cases (Fig. 2F; see Discussion), but the dependence of the threshold on secondary electrode current remained linear.

Overall, the tradeoff in currents required to achieve threshold activation for the majority of tested electrode pairs was accurately described by a linear model (Figs. 2C–H, 3B, C). To quantify this observation, a nonlinearity index was calculated for each electrode pair: the normalized sum of squared differences between the thresholds and the linear fits (see Materials and Methods). The nonlinearity indices for all tested electrode pairs are shown as a histogram in Figure 3A; the electrode pairs from Figure 2 are indicated with open triangles. The vast majority of tested pairs exhibited a similar degree of linearity to the electrode pairs depicted in Figure 2, although in a few cases, slight curvature was observed (Fig. 3D). A small number of pairs exhibited much higher indices, indicating more nonlinear current tradeoffs (Fig. 3E). These exceptions will be discussed below.

Extension to electrode triplets
In principle, groups of three or more electrodes could be even more effective than pairs of electrodes at improving selectivity. The full linear model (Eq. 3) predicts a linear tradeoff between the currents injected by an arbitrary number of electrodes on activation thresholds. In the case of electrode triplets, the model predicts that the threshold shifts induced by each of the two secondary electrodes should be additive (Fig. 4A).

This prediction was tested by measuring the responses of RGCs to current passed through electrode triplets consisting of the primary electrode and pairs of neighboring secondary electrodes. The resulting thresholds were compared with the thresholds predicted by the model, based on the parameters estimated from paired electrode stimulation (see Materials and Methods).

The model prediction of responses to electrode triplets was tested in five cells (Fig. 4B–F). Although some deviations from linearity were observed, the measured thresholds generally were captured by the linear model, with coefficients of determination (R²) ranging from 0.73 to 0.95.

Piecewise linear model
A subset of the examined electrode pairs exhibited highly nonlinear current tradeoffs (Fig. 3E). In most cases, the observed nonlinearities could be accounted for by using a piecewise linear model: dividing the stimulus space into regions and fitting a separate linear model to thresholds within each. Piecewise linearity is consistent with the existence of distinct linear current tradeoffs in different regions of stimulus space, corresponding to spike initiation at different locations on the cell membrane or different times relative to the stimulus (see Discussion).

Example of increased selectivity
Spatial stimulation patterns have the potential to increase selectivity by producing an electric field optimized for activating one cell more strongly than others. The utility of this approach was tested by comparing the activation thresholds of a pair of neighboring RGCs, an OFF parasol cell (target; Fig. 6A, green) and an ON parasol cell (nontarget; Fig. 6A, gray), to various stimulation patterns. First, the selectivity achievable using single-electrode stimulation with the primary electrode and each of the six surrounding secondary electrodes was assessed. Each electrode that elicited a target cell spike within the tested current range either activated both cells approximately equally (Fig. 6B), or preferentially activated the nontarget cell (Fig. 6C,D). Thus, single-electrode stimulation could not selectively activate the target cell.

Next, selectivity using a set of two- and three-electrode spatial patterns was compared with the greatest selectivity achievable with a single electrode. A wide range of selectivities could be achieved with different patterns; the difference between target and nontarget RGC thresholds achieved with patterned stimulation ranged from 6.2 to −5.2 times the threshold difference for optimal single-electrode stimulation (Fig. 6G, right axis). The most selective pattern was capable of reliably activating the target cell (0.9 probability) without significantly activating the nontarget cell.
cell (0.11 probability; Fig. 6E). This was substantially more selective than single-electrode stimulation, in which the current required to reliably activate the target cell also strongly activated the nontarget cell (0.98 probability; Fig. 6B).

In a retinal implant, it would be impractical to test all possible stimulus patterns to determine which would achieve the greatest selectivity. The piecewise linear model provides a natural way to predict the optimally selective pattern based on a limited set of measurements. This was tested on the target and nontarget RGCs examined above. First, the linear model parameters for each cell were determined by fitting the results of stimulation with pairs of electrodes. The linear model was then used to predict which of a collection of two- and three-electrode stimulation patterns would result in the greatest selectivity for the target cell, based on the predicted difference in threshold between the two cells. The selectivity of the spatial pattern that was predicted to be optimally selective (Fig. 6F) was nearly identical to the selectivity of the measured optimal pattern (Fig. 6E), allowing for 0.90 activation probability of the target cell with only 0.11 probability of activating the neighboring cell.

The overall performance of model predictions was assessed by comparing the predicted and measured selectivity of each stimulus pattern. In Figure 6G, the threshold difference predicted by the model is shown (black), is ordered from most to least selective for the target RGC, and is compared with the measured threshold differences (red). Although the measured threshold differences deviated slightly from the model prediction for some patterns, in general the model was a strong predictor of measured selectivity. Note that analysis of selectivity was only performed for these two cells; thus, it remains possible that other cells were activated. A more complete analysis of selectivity (Sekirnjak et al., 2008; Jepson et al., 2013) will be necessary to understand how broadly these findings will generalize.

Discussion

The present results show that a simple piecewise linear model accurately describes the responses of individual RGCs to fine-scale spatial patterns of current injection, and that these patterns could potentially provide a strategy to improve the selectivity of epiretinal stimulation in a retinal prosthesis.

Comparison with previous field-shaping studies

The utility of multielectrode stimulation patterns in providing greater spatial control of neuronal activation, often referred to as “current steering” or “current focusing,” has been demonstrated at coarse spatial scales in several neural structures, from the cochlea (Townshend and White, 1987; Bonham and Litvak, 2008), to deep brain nuclei (Martens et al., 2011) and nerves (Sweeney et al., 1990). The present work, by contrast, focused on a spatial scale on the order of the size of the neurons being targeted. At this scale, it is likely that the detailed morphology and biophysics of the targeted neurons play a significant role in determining their responses to current steering. Thus, it was unclear whether current steering, which we refer to as patterned stimulation, at this scale would result in systematic, predictable changes in neural activation that would have practical utility for improving selectivity.

This study is also the first to use stimulus patterns tailored to individual cells. Previous studies in the retina have focused on global strategies, such as the use of one or more local return electrodes to confine the spread of current and thus the region of activation (Abramian et al., 2011; Habib et al., 2013; Matteucci et al., 2013), field shaping to reduce the likelihood of activating passing axons (Grumet, 1999; Rattay and Resatz, 2004; Mueller and Grill, 2013), or current steering to activate groups of RGCs between stimulation electrodes (Mueller and Grill, 2013). At the finer spatial scales examined here, tailoring the stimulation patterns to the specific morphological and biophysical properties of each targeted cell has the potential to produce greater selectivity than a global strategy. However, this potential comes at a cost. A retinal prosthesis using this approach must be able to record RGC responses to deliver tailored stimuli (see below).

The cell types examined here were selected primarily on the basis of ease of analysis in multielectrode recordings, a criterion that favored parasol cells because of spike sorting in the presence of stimulus artifact, although some midget cells were examined as well. Previous work on single-electrode stimulation thresholds (Jepson et al., 2013) and the current results on piecewise linear summation suggest that the basic properties relevant for tailored stimulation may be consistent across cell types, but further work will be required to confirm this suggestion in the diverse RGC types and across retinal eccentricities.

Biophysical interpretation of linear current tradeoffs

What is the biophysical basis for the observed linearity of current sources in activating RGCs within certain current ranges? The precise effect of current injection on neuronal activity is a complex function of several parameters, including electrode geometry, tissue electrical properties, pulse shape, neuron morphology, and membrane dynamics, and is outside the scope of this discussion (McIntyre and Grill, 1999; Rattay, 1999). However, valuable insight can be gained by considering general properties of the passive membrane response.

The passive voltage deflection produced by electrical stimulation at a particular time and location on the cell membrane is a linear function of the currents passed through the electrodes.

Figure 5. Piecewise linear fitting of electrode pair data exhibiting nonlinear current tradeoffs. Open circles represent measured thresholds, colored according to the region of stimulus space to which they are assigned in fitting the model; region boundaries are shown by dashed lines (see Materials and Methods). Piecewise linear model fits are shown as colored lines. Shaded regions indicate the 95% confidence intervals for the model (see Materials and Methods). Positive and negative current values denote cathodal and anodal currents, respectively. A–E, ON parasol cells. F, OFF parasol cell.
This is a result of two factors. First, the extracellular electric field generated by a set of current sources is a linear combination of the fields generated by each source. Second, the passive voltage deflection at any given time and location on the cell membrane is a linear function of the extracellular electric field (Barr and Plonsey, 1995). As a result, if spike initiation is approximated as occurring when the membrane potential at a particular time and location exceeds a threshold value (Warman et al., 1992), the probability of activation will be determined by a linear function of the currents passed through the electrodes (Eq. 3), consistent with the majority of the observations in this study.

This framework also provides a potential explanation for the opposite-sign current tradeoff observed for some electrode pairs; that is, a reduction rather than an increase in activation threshold upon anodal (opposite polarity) current injection through the secondary electrode (Figs. 2F, 3C). Modeled responses of neurons to single-electrode stimuli show that cathodal currents typically cause depolarization in some regions of membrane and hyperpolarization in other regions (Rattay, 1999; Rattay et al., 2003). An opposite-sign current tradeoff would be expected if the membrane at the location of spike initiation was depolarized by a cathodal pulse passed through one electrode but hyperpolarized by a cathodal pulse passed through the other electrode (Fig. 7C).

It is important to note that treating spike initiation as a passive membrane depolarization to a threshold value is a simplification. Comparison of passive membrane models to models incorporating full nonlinear membrane dynamics suggest that the magnitude of the passive depolarization that predicts spike initiation depends on pulse width and local membrane properties (Warman et al., 1992; Barr and Plonsey, 1995; McIntyre and Grill, 1999; Moffitt et al., 2004). However, a location and time-dependent threshold depolarization is not inconsistent with the framework presented above, which considers passive membrane potential at a single time and location. Additionally, nonlinear membrane dynamics can in some situations generate more complex behavior that is inconsistent with a linear model, such as spike initiation due to hyperpolarization-induced release of sodium channel inactivation (McIntyre and Grill, 1999; Rattay et al., 2003). The consistency of the measured RGC responses with the proposed linear

Figure 6. Activation of a target RGC (OFF parasol), without activation of a nontarget RGC (ON parasol), was not possible using single-electrode stimulation but was possible using a stimulus pattern predicted by the linear model. A, Illustration of inferred soma and axon positions of target (green) and nontarget (gray) RGCs, based on the electrical image of each cell (see Materials and Methods), relative to the set of seven electrodes used in stimulation patterns. B–D, Response curves for the target cell (green) and nontarget cell (black) when stimulated with each of the individual electrodes (inset) capable of eliciting a spike in the target cell. Dashed gray lines indicate the current amplitude required to activate the target cell with 0.9 probability, based on response curves. E, Response curves of the target and nontarget cells for the stimulation pattern that resulted in the maximum observed selectivity for the target RGC. Selectivity was defined as the difference between the target and nontarget cell thresholds. Inset shows stimulus pattern, with circle diameters proportional to pulse amplitudes and colors indicating pulse polarity (cathodal in black, anodal in red). F, Responses to stimulation with the pattern that was predicted to be maximally selective by the linear model. G, Predicted (black) and measured (red) threshold differences for all tested stimulus patterns, ordered by predicted selectivity. Vertical axes indicate threshold difference in terms of primary electrode pulse amplitude (left), and normalized to the observed threshold difference of the most selective single electrode (right). B, Threshold difference corresponding to stimulation with the most selective single electrode is shown for comparison at right.
framework suggests that such nonlinear effects do not fundamentally alter the behavior of RGCs in the conditions examined.

**Interpretation of piecewise linear model**

Can the biophysical framework described above also provide an explanation for the piecewise linear current tradeoffs observed in some cases (Fig. 5)? Presumably, spike initiation occurs at the locus of peak depolarization within the region of the membrane capable of generating a spike, and one of the electrodes in the stimulation pattern provides the largest depolarizing drive at this locus (Fig. 7A, electrode 1). Current injected through other electrodes linearly alters the depolarization at this locus, which in turn linearly alters the required amount of current injected through the main driving electrode to initiate a spike (Fig. 7B, D, blue). However, at certain current ratios, the depolarization generated by one of the other electrodes may dominate, causing the locus of activation to shift (Fig. 7C). The relative contribution of each electrode to depolarization at this new locus in general will be different, resulting in a different linear tradeoff between the currents passed through different electrodes (Fig. 7D, red). Alternatively, the spike initiation locus may shift in time rather than location. For example, certain stimulus patterns may trigger a spike at the end of the first phase of the pulse while others trigger a spike at the end of the second phase. This shift would also result in a distinct linear tradeoff because the relative contribution of each electrode to membrane polarization may be different at different times relative to the pulse.

Discrete changes in current tradeoff, reflected as “sharp corners” between regions of stimulus space (Fig. 5A, B, E), are predicted for discrete shifts in spike initiation locus, rather than gradual shifts. Discrete locus shifts could result from sharp, well separated peaks in depolarization generated by the separate electrodes within a pattern (Fig. 7A), or by the existence of discrete regions of membrane where spike initiation may occur. The “rounded corners” observed for some of the electrode pairs (Fig. 5C) suggest that a mixture of discrete and continuous shifts may occur. However, the piecewise linear model with discrete transitions appears to capture the majority of the observed thresholds, and provides a relatively simple basis for predicting activation thresholds based on a limited number of measurements. Thus, the model may be useful in determining optimally selective stimulation patterns (see below).

**Implementation in an epiretinal prosthesis**

Is it possible for a retinal prosthesis to recreate arbitrary patterns of RGC activity at the native spatial and temporal resolution of the retina? Precisely timed single spike responses to electrical stimulation have been demonstrated in previous studies in several species (Fried et al., 2006; Sekirnajak et al., 2006, 2008; Tsai et al., 2009; Hottowy et al., 2012; Jepson et al., 2013). Achieving single-cell resolution has proven more challenging. Although it is sometimes possible to activate single cells using a single electrode, unwanted activation of neighboring RGCs or passing axons has been shown to preclude selective activation in some cases (Hottowy et al., 2012; Jepson et al., 2013). This limitation is expected to be more severe in the central human retina, which has a much higher RGC density than has been examined in previous studies of selectivity (Sekirnajak et al., 2006, 2008; Hottowy et al., 2012; Jepson et al., 2013). Patterns of current delivered simultaneously through multiple electrodes, tailored for the selective activation of specific RGCs and avoidance of axon stimulation, could help to overcome this challenge.

The present results suggest a potential approach to designing optimal stimulation patterns of this kind in a future prosthesis. First, a limited set of current combinations in two or more electrodes could be applied while using the electrodes in the prosthesis to record the resulting RGC activity. Then, the recorded responses could be used to extract activation thresholds and fit a piecewise linear model for each cell. Finally, an automated optimization algorithm that exploits the piecewise linear structure of current tradeoffs could be used to compute the optimal pattern for selective stimulation of each cell. Although this approach relies on several technologies that have not yet been developed, the results presented here provide a framework for using a limited set of measurements to optimize selectivity.
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